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Abstract — In this work, we propose a manufacturing process
technology distinction method, RF-PSF, that applies artificial
intelligence to the transmitted RF signal to exploit process-specific
inherent properties embedded in it. By performing the design
and simulation of a QPSK transmitter in 14 nm, 22 nm, and
65 nm process technologies, we have shown that on average
∼ 90% accuracy can be achieved for process distinction with
> 99% in the best-case scenario. The effect of sampling rate
and quantization, two practical limitations in RF systems, have
also been explored. This work establishes RF-PSF as a process
distinction method towards zero-trust radio architectures.

Keywords — radio frequency, zero-trust, artificial intelligence,
multilayer perceptron, manufacturing process, counterfeit.

I. INTRODUCTION

A zero-trust architecture is a unique environment where all

users are treated as potential threats without any predefined

trust and access to information and resources is granted only

when they get verified. This concept can be applied to the

semiconductor supply chain, which is vulnerable as the design

is usually performed in one country but fabricated offshore.

In a zero-trust environment, even the ICs from an authorized

vendor are tested extensively, leaving no space for the breach

of trust (as there is none by default!). In 2011, IHS has reported

$169B annual risk due to counterfeiting, with an annual growth

of 25%. IC counterfeiting involves recycling and remarking,

cloning, tampering, etc. Detection of counterfeiting requires

both invasive physical and electrical testing which are costly

and time-consuming, especially in the zero-trust approach

where the testing load is much heavier. So, it is desirable

to extract some of the manufacturing information from the

electrical signal of the ICs which can be much cheaper,

non-intrusive, and reduce time overhead.

Every process technology has unique design parameters

along with process variations that manifest themselves as

system-level nonidealities. These deterministic parameters

and random variation-based RF nonidealities in combination

form a unique identifier of a process which we define as

Radio Frequency Process Specific Function (RF-PSF). In

a standard RF receiver, the nonidealities in the received

signal are discarded. In RF-PSF, those nonidealities, which

contain process information embedded in it, are used to train

an artificial neural network (NN), which can then make a

distinction among the processes. One particular counterfeiting

method, cloning, involves IC fabrication using a different

process than it is intended. RF-PSF itself doesn’t detect
IC cloning, rather it makes a distinction among different

TX1

TX2 Process specific info 
embedded in RF wave as 

nonidealities (RF-PSF)

RX

NN makes process 
distinction using RF-PSF

Fig. 1. Process-specific information or function are reflected as rf nonidealities
in the transmitted wave, which can be harnessed by an artificial intelligence
technique (multilayer neural network) to make process distinctions.

process technology. That information is an important part of
cloning detection. In this work, processing simulated data for

3 different processes (14 nm, 22 nm, and 65 nm) and using an

artificial neural network, it has been shown that the trained

network can distinguish the processes with > 99% accuracy

in the best-case scenario.

A. Our Contribution

1) In this work, for the first time, manufacturing
process-specific properties, manifested in the transmitted
RF signal, are used to make a distinction among different
process technologies using simulated data from 14 nm, 22 nm,

and 65 nm technology. It establishes the concept of RF-PSF
as a fast, cheap, and non-intrusive process distinction method.

2) It has been shown that > 99% accuracy can be
achieved for process distinction in the best-case scenario,

with > 80% accuracy in all cases.

3) The effect of two practical circuit limitations:
baseband sampling rate and ADC resolution, has been
addressed and their impact on detection accuracy has been

analyzed.

II. RELATED WORKS

Sensitive networks face a wide attack surface which forced

the defense agencies to adopt a “zero-trust” architecture

[2]-[3]. Borrowing that concept to the semiconductor supply

chain raises the issue of time and cost overhead for additional

testing. Manufacturing process information is an important

part of counterfeiting (especially cloning) detection[4], which

requires time-consuming tests [5]. According to a review,

counterfeits cost the industry more than $100B per year back

in 2007 [6]. In 2010, an assessment by the U.S. Department

of Commerce shows an increase of 141% in counterfeit

cases over a period of four years [7]. A police raid on

a suspected counterfeiter in China’s Guangdong province

found fake computer parts worth US $1.2 million, which is
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Fig. 2. The dotted red box on top shows simulation and data processing while the dotted blue box at the bottom shows process comparison. (a) Simulation
block diagram. The transmitter is simulated in Cadence where PRBS data are transmitted using QPSK modulation. The receiver is simulated in MATLAB where
the RF signal is processed. (b) Transmitter circuit diagram. (c) Initial transient in the received signal shows irregularity in the wave. (d) Data is interpolated
with a factor of 100 to get a well-defined wave. (e) Although the rising edge of the signal matches (left inset), the falling edge doesn’t (right inset). This is due
to DC offset and corrected. Comparison of 3 processes in (f) time domain signal (g) constellation (h) accuracy of NN.

enough to make computer servers and a lot of personal PCs

[8]. Manufacturing process variation-based ‘device-specific

signatures’ have been for RF fingerprinting in literature [9],

[10], [11], [12]. This mapping can be extended to use process
specific functions to distinguish among different processes.

III. SIMULATION METHOD

Fig. 2(a) shows the TX and RX designed in Cadence

and MATLAB respectively. A 7-bit PRBS is used to

generate random bits at 10Mbps, which is converted to

2-parallel streams (B0 and B1). They are modulated using

sine and cosine carriers of 2.4GHz to provide a QPSK

modulated signal. A low-power, RF-DAC PA with 50Ω
antenna impedance is used at the end of the transmitter chain

which resonates at 2.4GHz to produce the final RF output

signal (fig. 2(b)). The transient analysis is performed for 15 μs
for 3 different processes: 65 nm, 22 nm, and 14 nm.

IV. DATA PROCESSING

A. Discarding Transients and Interpolation of Data

Fig. 2(c) shows that the received signal has initial transients

that lead to shape distortion. This transient is removed by

discarding the first 1 μs data. Fig. 2(c) also shows that the wave

peaks are lineated due to a low sampling rate (as we are in high

frequency RF domain). While the step size is optimum to keep

enough information about each cycle in Cadence, we might

lose significant information while data processing. Hence, an

interpolation factor of 100 is used with a uniform step size of

34.62 ps to interpolate the RF data as shown in Fig. 2(d).

B. Time Axis Shifting

The interpolated signal is shifted slightly on the time

axis to start at the zero-crossing point of the rising edge.

This is important because otherwise, these initial few sample

differences with the clock (which begins at t=0) will lead to a

constant phase difference erroneously.

C. Edge Matching and Normalization

Shifting the wave along the time axis matches the rising

edge of it with the reference clock (left inset), but the falling

edge doesn’t match as shown in the right inset of fig. 2(e). This

is due to DC offset and leads to a constant time difference Δt
erroneously. This is a computational artifact which is unrelated

to manufacturing process. Hence, the offset is removed to
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make it 50% duty cycle. Also, the waves are normalized to

bring it in the range of 1V.

D. Demodulation and Filtering

Two reference clocks (sine and cosine) of 2.4GHz
frequency are generated in MATLAB. The edge-matched and

normalized RF signal is multiplied with the sine and cosine

wave to produce the I and Q-channel respectively. A low-pass

filter is used to filter out the high-frequency RF components

from the demodulated signal.

E. Resampling at Baseband

The very high sampling rate in the RF domain is no longer

required in the baseband. So, the filtered signal is resampled to

convert it to a sampling rate of 100MHz (10 times the original

data rate).

F. Neural Network

The resampled data are used to train an artificial neural

network (ANN or MLP). The raw I-Q samples in each

quadrant are taken as features (2 I-Q points × 4 quadrants

= 8 features). The feature set is divided into 70%, 15%, and

15% ratios for train, validation, and test purposes.

V. RESULTS

A. Performance of Process Distinction

1) Comparison of the Received Signal

Fig. 2(f) shows the received signals in the time domain

(FF corner of all processes) with a reference sine clock.

Time-domain signals show the presence of the process

information in the transmitted signal with a clear distinction

in size and shape.

2) Comparison in Constellation Diagram

Fig. 2(g) compares 3 process technologies (red, green,

and blue represents 14 nm, 22 nm, and 65 nm processes) in

terms of constellation diagram. Here, all 5 process corner

data are plotted as one combined group. It can be observed

from the plot that, the 3 processes form distinct regions

with some overlapping. This represents that although some

process information is lost (overlapping) in the data generation,

transmission, and processing pipeline, most of them are

retained in the baseband.

3) Detection Accuracy

We train a neural network with the constellation data.

Fig. 2(h) shows the detection accuracy of 3 processes for

different NN configurations. It can be observed that the

accuracy is always > 80% and can reach up to > 99%. But

on average, it remains ∼ 90%.

B. Effect of Sampling Rate

Fig. 3(a) shows the effect of the sampling rate at the

baseband. It can be seen that below the Nyquist rate, the

accuracy drops significantly due to a loss of information.

However, at or above the Nyquist rate, it remains pretty good.
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Fig. 3. (a)Effect of different sampling rates at the baseband. Below the Nyquist
rate (light red region), the accuracy drops significantly. However, at or above
the Nyquist rate (light green region), the accuracy remains high. (b) ADC
resolution or data quantization has trivial effect on performance.

C. Effect of Quantization

In MATLAB, the data have 64 bit resolution by default.

However, actual ADCs are typically 8 or 16 bits. So, it is

important to see if our results hold for low resolution, i.e.

low-bit ADC. Fig. 3(b) shows the accuracy versus number

of bits. We see that even at 8 bit, accuracy remains almost

unchanged. So, practical ADC resolution has a trivial impact

on the performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, the concept of radio frequency

process-specific function (RF-PSF) has been proposed

by applying artificial intelligence to the processed RF

signal. RF-PSF is used to make a distinction among 3
process technologies: 14 nm (GlobalFoundries), 22 nm
(GlobalFoundries), and 65 nm (TSMC). Using simulated data

from Cadence and processing it in MATLAB, it has been

shown that, > 80% accuracy can be achieved in different

NN configurations with a best-case performance of > 99%
accuracy. Practical RF receiver is limited in terms of baseband

sampling rate and ADC resolution. The effect of these two

parameters has been explored in detail. To conclude, the

analysis of the time-domain signals and constellation plot,

along with performance evaluation using I-Q data in neural

networks proves the existence of process-specific function

in the RF domain which still exists in the downsampled,

baseband signal at the receiver end and can be utilized as a

cheap, non-intrusive, fast, and zero power overhead process

distinction method.
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